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Consumerism that is Participatory=
a state of being related to a larger whole
by taking part, sharing and contributing

L
T

ibratory

liberation or 'freedom' from oppression,
marginalization, exploitation and inner
biases and prejudices leads to
consciousness raising and the person
becomes a vehicle of social change

ransformational

an evolution (inner change) so that people
see themselves as citizens first, and
consumers second. Need dialogue and
public discourse about the implications of
our current consumer society - need
disorienting dilemmas

R
S

eflective

keptical and Critical

involves active reflection before, during
and after consuming, with focus on
morality and ethics of consumer
behaviour. Reflection allows people to
stop and step back from the situation

ever curious, able to deal with uncertainty
and ambiguity, cautious when drawing
conclusions, willing to change their mind,
aware of hidden power agendas, want to
know the truth

Four Strategies for Consumer Citizenship Networkers
Moral Development

Transformative Learning

Consumer Education Typology

Transdisciplinarity

4 Types of Consumer Education

T

Information, protection and advocacy

T

Individual Critique for Self Interest

ype 1

see consuming as their key role in society. They equate
success with materialism and money and think consuming is a
good and natural thing.
ype 2

begin to question their role in a consumer society
and shift to a different lifestyle to protect the
environment - taught to take personal responsibility for
their actions on the ecosystem (usually the 3 R
approach).

T

ype 3 Critical Approach for Self Interest

See self as ethical consumer, a more critical
consumer, concerned with a system that does not
enable them to act in their self-interest (no longer
accept consumerism as normal and learning to resist
the lure of consumer society). Resist and challenge
consumerism - jam the culture that is oppressing them.

T

ype 4 Empowerment Approach for Mutual Interest
helps consumer find their inner power and voice
(me-power) and their potential to be a global
citizen. Want to change the whole system, not just
change themselves or others. Ecological concern is
matched with concern for human and social
development, freedom, justice, and the common good.
Everything is connected.

Moral Development Stages
Stage one

Protecting and pleasing self (aged 1-9)

Level 1 -

Do things because told to and want to stay
out of trouble

Level 2 -

Do things in best interest of self (satisfy needs) and use
people to do so

Stage two

Gaining approval of others then follow authorities to keep
order in society (aged 10-20)

Level 3 -

Do things to gain approval of others,
especially peers and family members (intense
two way relationships)

Level 4 -

Do things that involve obeying societal rules and never
question authority figures or laws (need them for order)

Stage Three Question what is a Good society and move on to a
principled conscience (aged 20 plus)
Level 5 -

Believe that society should take care of
everyone and people have rights to ensure this
happens (don’t blindly follow anymore question norms)

Level 6 -

Will follow conscience and internalized ideals and engage
in civil disobedience to make their point. Full respect for
justice, freedom etc for all.

Temporary (short term) teacher support until students
learn how to do it on their own. A scaffold helps people
reach further than they are able to without some help get higher, reach further!!
Teacher builds the scaffold with five different boards:
Creative
Caring
Critical
Collaborative
Collegial
Eventually, they learn new
ways and gain new insights
and do not need the
temporary support anymore.
They will have transformed,
changed inside - made it to
the roof! Scaffolding gone...
This is a great way to
facilitate transformative
learning.

Transformative Learning
Structure learning experiences so students have
the chance to undergo an inner change. An “aha”
moment that changes the way they see the world
forever. A disorienting dilemma!
Use Scaffolding Approach When Teaching:
•

work together to share
perspectives and gain insights
into how they each understand
consuming, then problem
solve jointly

•

create a learning environment that ensures dialogue, critical reflection
and guided self-discovery

•

focus on issues of justice, challenge the status quo and
analyze power relationships in society and marketplace that
create oppression. They also have power!
•
provide space for contemplation and meditation - quite
moments so students can appreciate that they are
connected to life and others - find their humanity

•

help them discover the merits of being, and the obligation
to be, accountable in the marketplace so it can be a just
social institution. They have a role to play as responsible
fellow citizens.

Creative - Caring - Critical - Collaborative - Collegial

Multidisciplinary research
This approach helps one particular discipline solve a
problem. Usually, the discipline works alone. But, once in
awhile, it will approach other disciplines to help it solve a
problem. While many perspectives are shared, the intent is
to serve the root discipline that initiated the
collaboration.
Example - Economics works behind a solid wall.
It needs help solving a problem...so it
Opens a door in the wall to let people in.
from other disciplines:

When the problem is solved, the boundaries are
put back up and all the disciplines that took part
in the collaboration retain their distinctiveness
and go back to their
offices.

Interdisciplinary Practice
Build temporary bridges between academic disciplines so they can
talk to each other.

Assume that the space under the
bridge is empty so need a way to reach each other - the bridge.

Once connected, members
of different disciplines form
teams to solve a problem.
Each discipline offers its
analysis of the problem
and they transfer work back and forth, from one discipline to
another (share), seeking synergy between their ideas, coming
up with new applications of ideas, new analyses, even the
generation of a new discipline to arrive at a solution(s). Once
the problem is solved, they each go back to their respective
disciplines with new energy for this particular problem. The
bridge may or may not remain intact.

Transdisciplinary
Dance Floor

Enter dance floor
with an open mind

End up with new
knowledge
world view

Information (re)forms, ideas steep, new dance steps (patterns of
relating to each other) emerge as thoughts are woven together

